A LOOK
In Brief
AT THE ENTERING CLASS OF 2016.

Number of applicants: 711
Number of admissions offers: 261  Percentage offered admission: 37%

Enrolled 1L students:
145
81 Full-Time
64 Part-Time
Median age: 31
Age range 21-56 years

We have an inclusive, professional campus:
59% Women
56% Students of color
22% Hold advanced degrees
15% Military

Full-Time Division
GPA MEDIAN 3.02
LSAT MEDIAN 148
25th% GPA/LSAT: 2.72/144
75th% GPA/LSAT: 3.37/151

Part-Time Division
GPA MEDIAN 3.08
LSAT MEDIAN 146
25th% GPA/LSAT: 2.76/144
75th% GPA/LSAT: 3.48/151

Ethnicity:
- Caucasian 44%
- African American 26%
- Hispanic 23%
- Asian 4%
- American Indian 2%
- Hawaiian 1%

73 UNDERGRADUATE UNIVERSITIES REPRESENTED IN THE 1L CLASS

10% UNT
6% TCU
5% Texas Tech
4% UT Dallas
Woman’s Texas
State Wesleyan
University of Houston
Texas A&M
Commerce

1L class: 99% are Texas residents

SOURCE: CENSUS DAY - SEPTEMBER 7, 2016
UNT Dallas College of Law is a new public law school. We offer you a uniquely innovative legal education, in a dynamic Dallas location, at a tuition that delivers great value.

WHY CHOOSE UNT DALLAS COLLEGE OF LAW?

**INNOVATION**
We combine instructional best practices with a new emphasis on learning by doing through experiential education. Plus, students receive ongoing assessments, not just one exam at the end of the semester.

**PREPARATION**
Led by accomplished, full-time faculty, our program is designed to develop practice-related competencies and real-world skills.

**LOCATION**
Our location in downtown Dallas puts our students in the center of one of the most dynamic regions of the country, with easy access to professional and cultural resources.

**VALUE**
We offer a top-quality professional education at a competitive cost, so our graduates can follow their individual career paths, unencumbered by unreasonable debt.

**DIVERSITY**
We believe lawyers should be as diverse as the communities they serve. Our current student profile reflects our success in widening access to legal education.

Take a Tour!
We’re looking for motivated students with the potential to be great lawyers. If that sounds like you, join us. Call or email now for more information and to schedule a tour of our campus.

**OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS**
214-752-5981
lawadmissions@untdallas.edu

**OFFICE OF FINANCIAL AID**
214-752-5711
lawfinancialaid@untdallas.edu

**UNT DALLAS COLLEGE OF LAW**
1901 Main Street
Dallas, Texas 75201

**SIGN UP FOR NEWS AND EVENTS**
website: lawschool.untsystem.edu

Apply online at lawschool.untsystem.edu.
The priority submission deadline for the next class is April 15.

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION ACCREDITATION
The UNT Dallas College of Law will be seeking American Bar Association (ABA) accreditation, which begins when a law school applies for provisional accreditation during its second year of operation. Provisional accreditation may be granted during a school’s third year of operation. A student who graduates from a provisionally approved law school is entitled to the same recognition given to students and graduates of fully approved law schools. The College of Law—including the Dean and its administration—is fully informed as to the ABA’s Standards and Rules of Procedure for the approval of Law Schools. We are determined to devote all necessary resources and to take all necessary steps to provide a program of legal education that will qualify for approval by the American Bar Association. The College of Law does not make any representation to any applicant that it will be approved by the ABA before the graduation of any matriculating student.

SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS (SACS) COMMISSION ON COLLEGES
The University of North Texas at Dallas is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award baccalaureate, master’s, and doctoral degrees. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097 or call 404-679-4500 for questions about the accreditation of the University of North Texas at Dallas.